
 

 

May 27, 2015 

TMEIC China Awarded the Honorary Title of  

“Excellent Centralized Inverter Supplier” 

The evaluation results and selection of recipients of the “Shine Cup” 2014 PV Industrial Award, jointly 

sponsored by the well-known domestic PV industry media Solarbe.com and Shine Magazine, have recently 

been announced. In acknowledgment of its high performance and high reliability inverter technology along 

with affirmation from industry experts, Toshiba Mitsubishi-Electric Industrial Systems (China) Corp. 

(hereinafter, “TMEIC China”) was awarded the honorary title of “Excellent Centralized Inverter Supplier,” 

which fully reflects the high acclaim from users of TMEIC PV inverters. 

The technology of TMEIC China has been passed on from its parent companies, Toshiba Corporation 

and Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, both of which have a long-established R&D history in power 

electronics products. The core technology of TMEIC PV inverters is primarily derived from mature 

industrial products with proven verification over many years in terms of reliability and stability. The 

company offers a comprehensive series of PV inverters, including 500kW, 630kW, 710kW and container-

type MW-scale products. Underpinned by a long R&D and manufacturing history, outstanding conversion 

efficiency, ultrahigh reliability and leading performance in terms of grid connection functionality, TMEIC 

PV inverters are widely used in large-scale PV power plants and commercial roofs, backed by an 

accumulation of many successful experiences in the PV field and total installed capacity of more than 3GW.  

 

 

TMEIC China was awarded the honorary title of 

“Excellent Centralized Inverter Supplier.” 

 

About Solarbe.com and Shine Magazine 
Solarbe.com is one of the earliest Chinese photovoltaic websites with the highest daily hits and an industry following of over 

300 photovoltaic enterprises from all over the world. 

 

Shine Magazine is one of the most popular PV industry magazines, garnering a great deal of attention as the first globally 

issued bilingual (Chinese-English) publication with a large number of regular contributors from major well-known 

photovoltaic enterprises. 

 

The “Shine Cup” awards began in 2011 and have become one of the most anticipated activities of the year. Through 

comprehensive evaluation, especially with regard to market performance and reputation, many outstanding companies have 

come to the fore. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Media inquiries: 

For further information, please contact the Business Development & Corporate Branding Department at 
TMEIC.  

Tokyo Square Garden, 1-1, Kyobashi 3-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0031, Japan 

Tel: +81-3-3277-4645; Fax: +81-3-3277-4578 
http://www.tmeic.com/TMEIC%20Global 

In order to respond to the needs of manufacturing sites that serve as a foundation for supporting society, TMEIC always sets its eyes on 

the future of industry, society and the environment as an industrial systems integrator striking a balance between the development of 

society and a beautiful global environment. TMEIC will contribute to manufacturing and environmental management through leading-

edge technologies based on its core technologies of rotating machinery, power electronics and engineering.    

http://www.tmeic.com/TMEIC%20Global

